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1A REPORT BY THE U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD

As part of its statutory responsibility to determine whether the Federal civil service is operating in
accord with the merit system principles, the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB, or the Board)
has the authority to conduct studies of the civil service and other merit systems in the executive branch.
In keeping with this responsibility, we recently administered a survey to which over 9,700 Federal
employees responded.  This was the fifth in a series of such surveys conducted since 1983.  Part of this
latest survey focused on tasks to be accomplished by Federal agencies in fulfillment of the merit prin-
ciples.  This paper presents employees� views on how well their agencies are performing.

The survey results suggest that while most employees believe that their agencies are upholding the values
embodied in the merit principles, substantial numbers see their agencies as failing in this mission.  Some
of the most serious problems were seen to be in the areas of dealing with performance problems, ensuring
that promotions are merit-based and made only after fair and open competition, and keeping personal
favoritism out of personnel management.

Introduction

The Merit System Principles,1 which were articu-
lated in statute in the 1978 Civil Service Reform
Act, are a set of values for Federal public service
that date back to the beginning of the merit-based
civil service system in 1883.  The principles address
basic human resource management activities.
These activities�including selections, promotions,
and actions to deal with performance problems�
define the goals that all Federal managers are
expected to strive for when managing their work-
force.  While some of these principles were added
in later years (such as protections for employees
against reprisal for the disclosure of waste, fraud,
and abuse in the civil service system), most of them
have always been key to the operation of a merit-
based system, and central to the ability of the U.S.
Government to serve the public.

Why are these values so important to our system
of Government?  They are meant to ensure that
processes and systems the Government uses for
selecting and maintaining the Federal workforce
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will result in a competent workforce that serves
the best interests of the American people.  A
strong belief expressed through the principles is
that this workforce should be able to operate free
of improper external influences in order to provide
the best service possible to its client, the American
taxpayer.  In addition, the merit principles send a
clear message that all individuals should have the
opportunity to participate in the operation of our
Government if they so desire and are qualified.

Since they embody values, adherence to the merit
principles is difficult to quantify and measure
directly.  However, it is important to have some
sense of how well these principles are being fol-
lowed and whether we are maintaining a system
free of prohibited personnel practices.  In an effort
to do this, MSPB recently analyzed the responses
from a sample of over 9,700 Federal employees to a
series of questions asking how well their agencies
were meeting the goals defined by the merit system
principles.  These questions were asked of employ-
ees in every grade plus the Senior Executive Service
(SES) as part of our 1996 Merit Principles Survey, a
Governmentwide survey that MSPB has conducted
approximately every 3 years since 1983 to assess1   The merit system principles are listed in app. 1.
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the health of the merit system.  The employees
participating in this survey were representative of
all Federal employees.

Specifically, we asked our survey respondents to
rate the extent to which their agencies accom-
plished each of 15 tasks (listed in appendix 2)
relating to the values articulated by the merit
system principles.  Employees indicated the
percentage of time that they believed their organi-
zations were able to accomplish a given merit
principle objective.2  For this discussion we consid-
ered a response of �always� to mean that the
respondent saw no problems in the area in ques-
tion, a response of �between 90 and 99 percent of
the time� to mean that the respondent saw a minor
problem in the area in question, a response of
�between 70 and 89 percent of the time� to mean
that the respondent saw a moderate problem, and a
response of �less than 70 percent of the time� to
mean that the respondent saw a major problem.3

We are looking at employees� perceptions of their
organizations� adherence to the merit principles as
the 20th anniversary of the 1978 Civil Service
Reform Act approaches.  It is also a time when
affirmative action, leaner but better government,
and other issues related to fairness, merit, equity,
accountability, employee protections, and work-
place efficiency are receiving much attention in our
Nation.  With this in mind, we present our find-
ings as comprising an important perspective on
whether Federal agencies are meeting the ideals
embodied in the merit principles.4

Major Findings

n Are competitive promotions and selections
based on merit and subject to fair and open
competition?  A significant minority of employ-
ees thought their agencies have a �major prob-
lem� (i.e., they fail at least 30 percent of the
time) in upholding both of these goals for

promotions.  These responses made competitive
promotions, along with the closely related area
of favoritism, the second most negative area of
concern for respondents to our survey.  Agen-
cies were judged more favorably on selections:

n Almost one-third of respondents
believed their agencies regularly fail to
uphold the merit principles when promoting
people, basing promotions on something
other than candidates� relative ability,
knowledge, and skills.  The same proportion
(32 percent) saw the same degree of failure
with their agencies� efforts to ensure fair and
open competition before a promotion is
made.

n For both merit principle objectives,
about one-fifth saw a major problem with
their agencies� handling of selections.

n Are newly hired employees well qualified, and
do the good performers stay with their agencies?
Substantial minorities said their agencies have
major problems in both areas:

n One-fifth of respondents felt their
agencies regularly fail to make well-qualified
selections when hiring new employees from
outside their agencies.

n Over one-fourth felt their agencies have
trouble retaining good performers; however,
some 30 percent thought their agencies are
generally successful in this regard.

n Is poor performance handled well?  Nearly
half of all respondents said their agencies have a
major problem in correcting poor performance
and even more said this in regard to firing poor
performers, making the issue of handling poor
performance the single most negative area of
concern for our respondents:

2   The following scale was used for rating the organization�s accomplishment of tasks defined by the merit principles: Always (without
exception); Between 90 and 99 % of the time (exceptions are rare); Between 70 and 89 % of the time (most of the time, but exceptions are not
uncommon); Less than 70% of the time (exceptions occur regularly); Don�t know/Can�t judge.
3   Because many respondents answered �Don�t know� to some of the items, we have included �Don�t know� responses in all calculations of
percentages reported.  By including �Don�t know� in the calculations, the percentages for some of the other response categories will be smaller
than they would have been had the �Don�t knows� been excluded from the calculations.
4   A table listing the results for each of the survey items is printed as app. 2.
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n Some 44 percent felt their agencies
regularly do a poor job of correcting inad-
equate performance of their coworkers.
Nonsupervisory and supervisory employees�
views were almost identical here.

n Just over half (51 percent) said their
agencies don�t fire people who cannot or
will not improve their poor performance.
Even more supervisory personnel felt this
way than nonsupervisors.

n Are employees protected against arbitrary
personnel actions?  Personal favoritism?  Repris-
als for whistleblowing?  Coerced partisan political
activities?  A large minority said there is a major
problem in their agencies in the area of favorit-
ism�the second most negative area of concern,
along with the closely related issue of promo-
tions, for respondents to our survey.  Small but
substantial minorities saw major problems with
protections against arbitrary personnel actions
and whistleblowing reprisals.  Agencies were
judged more positively in regard to coerced
political involvement:

n Well over a third (38 percent) felt their
agencies do a poor job protecting employees
against personal favoritism.

n Almost one-fifth (19 percent) of respon-
dents thought their agencies regularly fail to
protect employees against arbitrary person-
nel actions.

n Some 15 percent of respondents be-
lieved their agencies regularly fail to protect
employees against reprisal for
whistleblowing.

n Only 8 percent saw a major problem in
regard to whether agencies are able to
protect their employees from being coerced
to participate in partisan political activities.
About a third thought their agencies gener-
ally succeeded in upholding the merit
principles involved here, but a large 50
percent just didn�t know how their agencies
performed in this area.

n Is equal pay given for equal work?  While
one-third of respondents said this was not a
problem or only a minor one, a sizable minority
of respondents saw a major problem here:

n Roughly one-fourth of survey respon-
dents thought their agencies do a poor job of
ensuring that employees receive equal pay
for equal work.

n While lower graded employees found a
problem here most often (28 percent in
grades GS 1-8 did so), a sizable minority at
every level of the pay scale agreed that there
was a major problem in this area (e.g., 19
percent of respondents in grade GS-15 or the
SES held this view).

n Do all employees and applicants receive fair
and equitable treatment in personnel matters
without regard to political affiliation, race, color,
religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age,
or handicapping condition?  While a substantial
majority of respondents said this was not a
major problem in their agencies, a significant
proportion disagree:

n A relatively high 38 percent perceived
their agencies as having only a minor prob-
lem or no problem in protecting employees
from discrimination in personnel manage-
ment matters.  Some 22 percent said this was
a recurring problem in their agencies, and 20
percent said it was only a moderate problem.

n The proportion who saw a major
problem in this area varied by the respon-
dents� race/national origin; for example, 32
percent of African Americans said it was a
major problem, compared with 20 percent
of Whites.

n Are high standards of employee integrity,
conduct, and concern for the public interest
promoted by the agency?  Agencies received some
of the highest marks for their performance here,
although the pattern of a small but substantial
minority that saw a problem in most of the
areas in question prevailed here as well:
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n A relatively high 43 percent of respon-
dents thought their agencies always or
almost always achieved this merit principle
goal.

n One-fifth believed their organizations
regularly fail to meet this objective.

In total, these findings paint a disturbing picture
about employees� perceptions concerning the
health of the merit system, even though the
majority views suggest that the core values of the
Government�s merit-based human resource man-
agement system are well established.  Among the
questions the findings raise are these:

n What are agencies doing or not doing that
would lead substantial proportions of employees to
conclude that their organizations are regularly
failing to accomplish the goals defined by the merit
principles?

n Are these employees� assessments based on
personal observations of some infractions, or are
they based on employees� general beliefs about
their organizations?

While a formal look at agencies� activities in order
to respond to the first question is beyond the scope
of this report, in the discussion below we look at
certain relevant factors then offer some possible
explanations in several
of the subject areas.
The second question is
important because
perceptions of merit
system abuses do not
necessarily mean that
violations of the merit
system actually exist in
every case.  However,
that so many respon-
dents believe that merit
system abuses exist
indicates a problem.
Such perceptions may
result in cynicism,
discouragement, and
ultimately, a loss in
productivity.  There-
fore, if we are to

achieve optimal levels of efficiency and effective-
ness, efforts must be made to eliminate both real
and perceived abuses of the merit system.

Discussion of Employee Perceptions

In this section, our discussion incorporates addi-
tional data from the survey as well as supportive
research findings and information from other
sources.

Making outside selections and internal
promotions on the basis of merit
As indicated earlier, a significant proportion of
employees found serious problems with promotion
actions within their agencies; outside hiring prac-
tices were viewed more favorably, although a small
but substantial minority saw major problems there
as well (see fig. 1) and with the quality of individu-
als hired from the outside.

Other Board information supports the thrust of
our findings on selection and promotion actions.
In late 1996, to learn more about how human
resource management (HRM) changes were
affecting Federal agencies, the Board established
two standing panels�one composed of Federal
supervisors and managers, the other comprising
Federal human resource management professionals

19

21

32
32

Figure 1.  Percent of respondents who say their agencies have a major
problem making merit based�

Percent of respondents who believe actions taken
by their agencies are not based on:

Candidates�relative ability, knowledge, and skills123
123
123Fair and open competition

Source:  1996 MSPB Merit Principles Survey

Selections for outside hires

Selections for internal promotions
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(both personnel officers and specialists).5  Accord-
ing to a total of approximately 3,000 respondents:

n Sizable minorities of both panel memberships
said they had witnessed merit system abuse at least
once, and some more than once.  (Situations the
Board posed as examples of ones constituting merit
system abuse included inappropriate limits on
recruitment sources; selection or advancement
based on nonmerit factors; and competition for
vacancies that was not open to all individuals.)

n While most of the HRM professionals thought
their agencies had adequate safeguards in place to
protect the merit basis of staffing actions, almost
one-fourth felt the safeguards were inadequate.

n Responses of both managers and HRM profes-
sionals suggested that current employees may be
subjected to unfair treatment more frequently than
outside applicants.  As one HRM professional
serving on the MSPB standing panel commented:

The agency has [safeguards to protect the
merit basis of staffing actions] in place.  The
managers know how to get around them.
There is a lot of �pre-selection� where
employees are just going through the mo-
tions of competition�they already know
they have the job.

Although we need to be concerned about what
Federal agencies may be doing that would account
for these perceived abuses of the merit system, it is
important to consider whether some explanations
lie in differences among employees who viewed
certain of their agencies� accomplishments nega-
tively versus those who saw them more favorably.
The following brief examination of two types of
differences illustrates how important it is to
examine all aspects of data that report perceptions
as well as how difficult it is to directly measure
whether values/principles are being upheld.

5  A third standing panel, composed of representatives from Federal employee unions, subsequently was established but was not completely in place
at the time of this study, and therefore was not included.  While the views of these panels do not represent the views of all Federal supervisors,
managers,  human resource management professionals, and union representatives, they can provide  useful information to amplify or clarify data
that we obtain from other data collection instruments, such as our Merit Principles Survey.

Did differences in past employment experiences
help account for the more negative responses of
those supervisory and nonsupervisory employees
who saw problems with their agencies� perfor-
mance in external selection and internal promo-
tion?  Our survey data suggest an answer of �yes.�
Respondents who believed they had been denied a
job or promotion because the selecting or recom-
mending officials gave an unfair advantage to
another applicant tended to be more negative
concerning their agencies� performance with regard
to all selections and promotions than employees
who hadn�t personally been denied a job or pro-
motion.

As to the respondents who believed that they
themselves had been unfairly (as just defined)
denied a job or promotion, it is significant that
their claims are fairly consistent with Board data
collected over the last decade.  For example, 25
percent of our current survey respondents believed
they�d been unfairly denied a job or promotion.
Similarly, 28 percent of respondents to a 1986
survey of ours said they�d been denied a job or job
reward as a result of another person�s selection
based on the �buddy system� without regard to
merit.  Thus, it appears that some perceptions of
personal experience of abuses in the selection and
promotion systems are long-standing.

Did differences in the respondents� level in the
organization help account for differences in how
they viewed their organization�s performance in
selecting well-qualified individuals when hiring
from the outside?  Apparently, they did.
Nonsupervisory respondents didn�t believe their
agencies hire well-qualified people from the outside
to the extent that supervisors did.  This may well
be because supervisors and managers who are in a
position to make selections would be predisposed
to regard their judgments more favorably than
nonsupervisory employees.
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Protecting employees against arbitrary
actions, personal favoritism, coercion for
political purpose, and whistleblowing repris-
als
As indicated earlier, relatively small percentages of
respondents thought their agencies were having
major problems protecting employees against
political coercion (8 percent), arbitrary personnel
actions (19 percent), and reprisals for whistle-
blowing (15 percent).  The more troubling finding
was that 38 percent felt that their organizations
weren�t providing adequate protection against
personal favoritism (see fig. 2) (although also
troubling was the finding on whistleblowing, as
noted below following our comments on favorit-
ism).

Personal favoritism.  In looking at the great dispar-
ity between our finding on personal favoritism
versus the other three forms of abuse under
discussion, we note that employees may have a
number of interpretations of �personal favoritism�
while for at least some of the other forms of abuse
there may be less room for interpretation.  And
one of these interpretations of favoritism that is
almost certainly important to employees may
relate to staffing practices, especially promotion
practices.  If respondents� views on the promotion
process are coloring their views on their agency�s

ability to protect them against favoritism (e.g., the
�buddy system�) in that process, it is not surprising
that they find their agency doing poorly at protect-
ing employees against unspecified �personal
favoritism.�

This observation is borne out by the very strong
statistical relationship we found between our
survey�s negative responses on promotion and
those on favoritism.  That is, respondents who
indicated that their organization was not successful
in protecting against favoritism were also likely to
say that their organization often failed to promote
people on the basis of their relative ability, knowl-
edge, and skills, and to base promotions on fair and
open competition.  We don�t know which belief
may have influenced the respondent to have the
other belief as a consequence, but the two issues do
appear to be closely related.

Whistleblowing reprisals.  The survey finding
concerning whether agencies have a major problem
in protecting employees against retaliation for
whistleblowing is corroborated by earlier Board
reports that have noted that one of the primary
reasons employees fail to disclose information
about fraud, waste, and abuse is that they fear
retaliation.6  To find that some 15 percent of
employees still believe that their agency cannot
protect them from retaliation is especially disheart-

ening given the attention that has been
focused on this issue over the past 20 years.

Dealing effectively with performance
problems
As indicated in the beginning of this report,
the overwhelming attitude among our
respondents was that their agencies are not
doing a very good job of handling perfor-
mance problems (see fig. 3).  Interestingly,
there was very high agreement on this issue
at all levels of the organization:

n Forty-four percent of nonsupervisory
employees, 43 percent of first-level supervi-
sors, and 43 percent of second-level and

Figure 2.  How do employees assess their agencies�
ability to protect them against personal favoritism?

Don�t know  23%

Agency has minor or
no problem  18%

Agency has moderate
problem  21%

Agency has major
problem  38%

Source:  1996 MSPB Merit Principles Survey

6   For example, see the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, �Whistleblowing in the Federal Government: An Update,� October 1993, which
noted that although a belief that nothing would be done to correct the situation was the predominant reason for not reporting fraud, waste, and
abuse, at least a third of the employees witnessing such activities listed retaliation as a reason for not blowing the whistle.
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higher supervisors thought that their organizations
have a major problem in being willing or able to
correct inadequate performance.

n Fifty-one percent of nonsupervisory employ-
ees, 59 percent of first-level supervisors, and 59
percent of second-level and higher supervisors
believed that their organizations are unsuccessful at
separating poor performers.

Our negative finding for supervisory employees
concerning separating poor performers is corrobo-
rated by a previous Board study7 which found that
Federal supervisors believe they face many ob-
stacles in dealing with employees who are perform-
ing poorly, and often feel frustrated in being able
to separate poor performers.

Providing equal pay for equal work
As indicated earlier, about one-fourth of our
survey respondents believed that their organiza-
tions are unable to ensure equal pay for equal
work.  Interestingly, this viewpoint was found in
substantial numbers at every grade level grouping,
although a larger percentage of employees in lower
pay grades viewed their agencies� performance in
the equal pay area as a major problem than did
those in higher graded positions (see fig. 4).

What might account for these perceptions of
inequality in the pay system?  As suggested in
a previous Board report,8 these perceptions
may be tied to inadequacies in the Federal
Government�s position classification system�
a system that has been criticized for many
years and that many believe may result in
inconsistencies in the way pay grades are
assigned to the work being performed.  And
these perceived inconsistencies can go both
ways, with some employees feeling that some
people are undergraded (therefore, underpaid)
for their work, while other people are
overgraded (hence, overpaid) for theirs.

Another possible explanation concerns recent
changes in the Federal pay system.  Although this
system has undergone a fairly dramatic change
over the past decade in an attempt to address pay
disparity issues, pay reform has not been fully
implemented.9  That is, pay levels have not in-
creased at the rates recommended by the Federal
Employees Pay and Compensation Act (FEPCA)
because of budgetary considerations and disagree-
ment over methodology used to determine appro-
priate pay rates.  Thus, employees who read about
their pay �not catching up� to that of the private
sector may feel that inequities exist for them.

44

43

51

59

Figure 3.  Percent of respondents who say their
agencies have a major problem�

Taking appropriate steps
to correct inadequate
performance

Ü

Separating employees
who cannot or will not
improve their perfor-
mance to meet required
standards

Ü

employees

supervisors

supervisors

Source:  1996 MSPB Merit Principles Survey

employees

GS 15 and SES

GS 13 -14

GS 9 - 14

GS 1 - 8

Wage Grade

19

26

28

26

22

Source:  1996 MSPB Merit Principles Survey

Figure 4.  Percent of respondents, by grade
level grouping, who say their agencies have
a major problem ensuring equal pay for
equal work

7  U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, �Removing Poor Performers in the Federal Service,� Issue Paper, September 1995.
8  U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, �OPM�s Classification and Qualification Systems: A Renewed Emphasis, A Changing Perspective,�
November 1989.
9  Ban, Carolyn, �How Do Public Managers Manage: Bureaucratic Constraints, Organizational Culture, and the Potential for Reform,� Jossey-Bass,
1995, p. 191.
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Promoting high standards of integrity,
conduct, and concern for the public interest
among employees
Compared with the other merit principle areas,
respondents gave their agencies relatively high
marks on their performance here (see fig. 5),
choosing the most positive response (that agency
performance was a �minor problem or no prob-
lem�) more often and the �don�t know� response

less often than for any other of the 15 survey
questions.  A relatively small but substantial
proportion (about one-fifth) thought that their
organizations had major problems in upholding
the merit principle involved here.

Treating employees fairly and equitably
without regard to political affiliation, race,
color, religion, national origin, sex, marital
status, age, or handicapping condition
The perception by 22 percent of the employees
responding to our survey that their organizations
have a major problem in providing fair and equi-
table treatment for employees and applicants in all
aspects of personnel management without regard

to the nonmerit factors itemized here is unfortu-
nate, given the resources that have been devoted by
many agencies over the years to accomplishing this
goal.  Such a finding is not entirely surprising,
however, in view of a recent Board study on the
employment of minorities in the Federal Govern-
ment that found that �minorities may not be
treated equally with respect to all employment-
related actions in the Federal Government.�10

That report suggested that some employees are still
subjected to disadvantages, unrelated to merit-
based factors, especially in those personnel manage-
ment decisions in which subjective judgment plays
a major role.

To investigate whether all employees viewed this
issue similarly, we compared respondents� views
on the issue of fair and equitable treatment on the
basis of their race/national origin (RNO).  As
noted previously in this report, we found some
fairly large differences in the ratings that employ-
ees of the various RNO groups gave their organiza-
tions.  As can be seen in figure 6, the views of
Asian Pacific American, Hispanic, and Native
American employees responding to our survey
were very similar to each other.  The greatest
differences existed between the perceptions of
White respondents and those of the African
American respondents.

These findings are corroborated in the previously
mentioned Board study on the employment of
minorities in the Federal Government.11  In that
study, the responses of survey participants to
questions about employees being subjected to
discriminatory practices revealed the same patterns
among RNO groups as those shown in figure 6.

Impact of respondents� supervisory level on
their perceptions of agencies� performance
In this section, we briefly discuss the overall
relationship we found between respondents�
organizational level�nonsupervisory, first-level
supervisory, and higher level supervisory and
managerial�and how they saw their agencies�
accomplishment of the merit principles tasks.

Figure 5.  How do respondents assess their
agencies� performance in promoting high
standards of integrity, conduct, and
concern for the public interest?

Agency has minor or
no problem  43%

Agency has moderate
problem  25%

Agency has major
problem  20%

Don�t know
12%

Source:  1996 MSPB Merit Principles Survey

10  U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, �Fair and Equitable Treatment: A Progress Report on Minority Employment in the Federal Govern-
ment.�  August 1996, p. 45.
11   Ibid., pp. 40-44.
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Although there was much variation among em-
ployees across the 15 survey questions in terms of
how they saw their agency�s accomplishment of
the merit principles, employees generally did not
give their agencies very high marks with regard to
any of the merit principles.  However, we found a
clear trend that suggested the higher the supervi-
sory level respondents occupy in the organization,
the more positive their ratings of the agency are
likely to be.  As noted earlier, the three levels�
nonsupervisory, first level supervisor, and higher
level supervisors and managers�were more in
agreement on the issue of equal pay for equal work
than they were on most of the other merit system
principles.  Further, ratings on correcting poor
performance were just about identical for the three
levels of employees, and on the question of separat-
ing poor performers, supervisors were actually
slightly more negative than nonsupervisory em-
ployees.  But for the most part, the differences
among the three levels were much greater than the
similarities.  Some of the differences in perception
were striking: on 9 of the 15 survey questions, at
least 25 percent more of the second-level or higher
supervisors than the nonsupervisory employees
believed that their organizations were successfully
upholding the merit principles being asked about.

Summary and Conclusions

The merit system principles embody a set of values
that lie at the heart of public service, and their
purpose is to ensure that the trust that the public
has placed in the Federal Government to operate a
personnel system based on merit is earned.  Based
on the findings in our survey, many Federal
employees are not convinced that their organiza-
tions are consistently upholding these values.
These organizations, in their employees� eyes, do a
better job of providing protections in some areas
than others.  Unfortunately, our respondents did
not see their agencies� performance as particularly
noteworthy in any of the various merit principle
activities included in the survey.  Furthermore,
substantial minorities of respondents believed
violations were occurring that undermine the
merit system.

The merit system principles represent a set of
values and ideal objectives to guide Federal Gov-
ernment operations with regard to its workforce.
It may be highly unlikely that Federal employees
will ever be in complete agreement on the ability
of their agencies to fully meet those objectives.
However, the relative degree of disagreement�
tracked over time�can serve as an important
indicator of whether or not the Government and
its component organizations are moving in the
right direction.  And while MSPB plays a role in
monitoring the health of the merit systems
through adjudicating Federal employee appeals and
conducting periodic studies and oversight reviews
of the systems, the major determinant of how well
these values and objectives are reflected in the daily
events of the workplace will depend on how well
they are put into action by the Federal employees
themselves.

Finally, in an era of greater decentralization and
delegation of HRM authorities, fewer rules, and
increased pressure to provide better government
services at lower cost, there is clearly a need for
action by individual agencies to ensure that the
principles of merit continue to guide Federal HRM
policies and practices.  Among the actions that
may be helpful in this regard are the following:

Figure 6.  Percent of respondents, by
RNO category, who say their agencies
have no problem, or a minor one, in
providing fair and equitable treatment.

African American

Asian Pacific American

Hispanic

Native American

White

21%

30%

30%

28%

43%

Source:  1996 MSPB Merit Principles Survey
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1.  As part of their systemic process-improve-
ment efforts, Federal departments and agencies
need to examine their own personnel practices
and programs, emphasizing the bottom-line
results inherent in the merit system principles.

Streamlining of personnel operations has received
much attention over the past few years.  Depart-
ments and agencies are reengineering their organi-
zations, often paring down HRM structures fairly
dramatically in order to cut expenses and give
managers more power to make personnel manage-
ment decisions.  But as Federal organizations make
these changes, there is danger that values such as
those embodied in the merit principles will be lost
in the shuffle.  Consequently, it�s important that
departments and agencies not ignore the underly-
ing principles that prompted formulation of many
now-extraneous rules and regulations, once those
rules and regulations have been eliminated.  As
Federal agencies plan for the future, they must take
care to ensure that merit system principles are an
integral part of that planning, that the programs
and procedures that result still reflect those prin-
ciples, and that human resource decisions continue
to be based on merit.

2.  With OPM�s help, Federal departments and
agencies should incorporate into their manage-
ment training programs practical guidance for
managers on what they must do to implement
the merit system principles.

If managers are to be held responsible for applying
merit principles to their HRM decisions, they need
more than a passing acquaintance with these

principles.  They need practical guidance that�s
relevant to their own situations and that makes
clear the consequences�for their work units and
their agencies�of disregarding the merit principles
in taking personnel actions.  Such training will
involve putting the practical, day-to-day manage-
ment of human resources into the larger context of
a value system that promotes the consideration of
merit in hiring, retention, performance manage-
ment and other personnel activities.

3.  Federal departments and agencies should
foster meaningful, cost-effective oversight and
accountability systems.

Consistent with the ongoing efforts initiated in the
1993 Government Performance and Results Act,
each Federal department and agency needs to be
able to provide realistic assurances that its manag-
ers will be held accountable for providing a work
environment that protects the �public interest in a
civil service free of prohibited practices.�  Further,
just as every financial accounting system provides
for a periodic, independent audit, each agency�s
approach to internal HRM accountability should
use the results of independent reviews and data
provided by external organizations such as the
Office of Personnel Management and the Merit
Systems Protection Board.
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Merit System Principles

 (1)  Recruitment should be from qualified individuals from appropriate sources
in an endeavor to achieve a work force from all segments of society, and selection
and advancement should be determined solely on the basis of relative ability,
knowledge, and skills, after fair and open competition which assures that all re-
ceive equal opportunity.

 (2)  All employees and applicants for employment should receive fair and
equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management without regard to
political affiliation, race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, or
handicapping condition, and with proper regard for their privacy and constitu-
tional rights.

 (3)  Equal pay should be provided for work of equal value, with appropriate
consideration of both national and local rates paid by employers in the private
sector, and appropriate incentives and recognition should be provided for excel-
lence in performance.

 (4)  All employees should maintain high standards of integrity, conduct, and
concern for the public interest.

 (5)  The Federal workforce should be used efficiently and effectively.

 (6)  Employees should be retained on the basis of the adequacy of their perfor-
mance, inadequate performance should be corrected, and employees should be
separated who cannot or will not improve their performance to meet required
standards.

 (7)  Employees should be provided effective education and training in cases in
which such education and training would result in better organizational and indi-
vidual performance.

 (8)  Employees should be�
(a) protected against arbitrary action, personal favoritism, or coercion for

partisan political purposes, and
(b) prohibited from using their official authority or influence for the pur-

pose of interfering with or affecting the result of an election or a nomination for
election.

 (9)  Employees should be protected against reprisal for the lawful disclosure of
information which the employees reasonably believe evidences�

(a) a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or
(b) mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a

substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.

Appendix 1
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Appendix 2

Percentage of respondents who
see their agency as having:

Minor or no
problem

Moderate
problem

Major
problem

Don�t
know

Does your agency have a problem when
it:

Selects well-qualified persons when hiring from
outside the agency

Selects persons on the basis of their relative ability,
knowledge, and skills when hiring from outside the
agency

Promotes people on the basis of their relative ability,
knowledge, and skills

Makes selections based on fair and open competition
when hiring from outside the agency

Makes selections based on fair and open competition
for promotions

Ensures equal pay for equal work

Promotes high standards of integrity, conduct, and
concern for the public interest among agency
employees

Retains employees on the basis of the adequacy of
their performance

Takes appropriate steps to correct inadequate
performance

Separates employees who cannot or will not improve
their performance to meet required standards

Protects employees against arbitrary personnel
actions

Protects employees against personal favoritism

Protects employees against coercion for partisan
political activities

Protects employees against reprisal for
whistleblowing

Provides fair and equitable treatment for employees
and applicants in all aspects of personnel manage-
ment without regard to their political affiliation,
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital
status, age, or handicapping condition

Employees� Views on Their Agencies� Performance
in Upholding the Merit Principles

20 31 20 29

25 29 19  28

21 33 32  14

24 23 21  32

21 29 32  18

33 21 26  21

43 25 20  12

30 28 27   15

17 25 44  13

11 15 51  23

24 20 19  37

18 21 38  23

33  9   8  50

21 10 15  55

38 20  22  20

Note:   Percentages may not add to 100 because of rounding

or


